Abstract. Current best medical treatment for patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) involves a medical professional who applies state-of-the-art knowledge of diagnostics and treatment-as derived from cohort studies and clinical trials-to the healthcare process of individual patients. Thus, the much-needed personalization of medicine depends on the abilities, experience and intuition of medical professionals to adjust group-based knowledge to individual decision making. Within 20 years from now, such personal clinical decisions will be largely supported by digital means, also defining a new ecosystem of healthcare often referred to as "digital medicine". We expect that the next phase of digitalization will include new "digital health pathways": data-driven personalized decision support that is based on a combination of multimodal data sources, including evidence-based medical knowledge (e.g., clinical guidelines), personal disease profiles (including genetic determinants of disease progression and treatment response), insights into individual disease trajectories (thereby defining subgroups of patients) and individual patients' needs. Here, we illustrate the potential of this development by sketching the contours of a digitally supported care pathway for gait disability and falls. Such digital health pathways will support the introduction of personalized medicine for PD patients, allowing patients to benefit optimally from individually tailored treatments. This should result in a better quality of life for patients and lower costs for society.
highly stratified-patient cohorts. Recruitment of patients is based on well-defined and typically strict criteria for inclusion and exclusion, and the calculation of treatment efficacy is based on averaged group results. On the other hand, there is real-life care which involves a one-to-one treatment context defined by the complexity of the patient's individual symptoms and comorbidities, and that relies upon the expertise and personal experience of healthcare professionals. Both worlds are currently parallel realities, and integration of both is needed. Indeed, randomized controlled studies (RCTs) are crucially important to increase our understanding of treatment effects and disease mechanisms, but there is insufficient RCT evidence to inform care guideline development. Only 11.5% of guideline recommendations were supported by level of evidence A support [1] . Furthermore, the available medical evidence cannot be translated easily into everyday clinical care practice, where patients are seen that may differ markedly from the carefully selected (and often highly motivated) individuals that participated in clinical trials. For example, real-life patients can be different because they are too old to be included in trials, or because they have co-morbid conditions potentially interfering with the pure intervention effect and hence be precluded from classical clinical trials. A good illustration here is pharma research, where clinical trials typically provide some kind of proof how new drugs can generally help (a group of) patients, but no insight into the treatment effect at an individual level and often no insight into comparative efficacy versus existing options.
The future of medicine will be largely defined by digitalization of healthcare procedures including new approaches to diagnostics, therapy, and communication between patients and their healthcare provider team. Innovative patient-centered healthcare technologies provide better medical information (outcome/target parameters), while medical data management platforms can make the medical information available to all stakeholders, ultimately supporting a new ecosystem of healthcare: "digital medicine". New research approaches towards digital medicine focus on analyzing the informational content of complex and large medical data arrays from multiple different data sources, including public domain (medical claims, wearable sensors, etc.) and individual data (genomics, metabolomics, transcriptomics, etc.). This approach is also referred to as big-data research that should allow for more precise, objective and comprehensive diagnostic measures and therapeutic options.
"Precision medicine", in common parlance restricted to genomic medicine, is better defined in this domain. As a whole person approach, it aims to leverage information/data for each individual patient. Current research in this field contributes to a better understanding of the relation between multimodal data and different groups of patients. Such knowledge will eventually support our ability to optimally tailor treatments based on the individual patients' profile. A major challenge now is to translate this understanding of precision medicine into individualized patient care, with a big focus on "tailoring" information from big data to personal applications. However, to transform our understanding of new technologies and medical data acquired in large cohort studies to individual applications requires a substantial paradigm shift from physician-centered "clinical guidelines" to patient-centered "clinical pathways". This development also requires a detailed insight into each person's disease course over time, and how this course is affected by medical management or lifestyle factors. These insights will allow us to standardize medical information for new digital benchmarking concepts, with development of a new digitalization process that supports the introduction of patient-centered medical workflows, with involvement of interdisciplinary and comprehensive healthcare services as well as IT-based and datadriven patient-management concepts.
Parkinson's disease (PD) is an ideal model disease to illustrate both the tremendous potential but also the limits of these new developments, for various reasons: (a) a wide range and complex interplay of motor as well as non-motor symptoms and treatment benefit and risk tradeoffs limit the quality of life for the individual patient; (b) the disease course differs markedly from patient to patient, and so does the response to the available treatments; and (c) the current treatment decisions are still almost exclusively based on history taking and clinical examination during rare point-ofcare visits, which offer insufficient insights into the patient's actual functioning in their own home environment [2] . Today, the much-needed personalization of medicine for PD patients still depends largely on the abilities, experience and intuition of treating physicians, nurses and allied healthcare professionals to adjust evidence-based medicine to individual decision making. Here, we will illustrate how new technological development, and more specifically the introduction of a personalized clinical pathways -"the digital health pathway" -can support both professionals and patients in reaching medical decisions that are optimally tailored to their individual needs and profiles.
HEALTHCARE GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS
There are various routes to improve the quality of care (Table 1) . Current healthcare delivery is based largely on clinical practice guidelines that are being developed by PD expert associations in various regions in the world. These guidelines are typically based on a combination of evidence-based medicine, with knowledge derived from clinical trials plus practice-based evidence (the professional expertise). Examples include the guidelines of the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in the UK [3] that aim to support clinical decisions of healthcare professionals and understanding and participation of patients and caregivers [4] . In Germany, the Association of the Scientific Medical Societies together with the German Society for Neurology have recently updated the S3 guidelines for PD [5] aiming to integrate evidence criteria for clinical decisions, diagnostics, and disease management primarily from the viewpoint of doctors and related healthcare professionals. For physiotherapists, the European Physiotherapy Guideline for PD was developed to harmonize and improve PD care with a strong focus on the viewpoint of physiotherapists [6] . In Canada, PD guidelines for pharmacists have been developed [7] , and the American Academy of Neurology constantly updates different treatment aspects of PD in their guidelines on the treatment of non-motor symptoms of Parkinson disease [8] . Importantly, these guidelines typically offer generic support for healthcare professionals by clarifying which treatments are generally effective and should therefore be considered, but offer little guidance on how to apply this knowledge to the personal profiles, perspectives and needs of single patients.
Improved technologies and digitalization strategies in medicine are currently changing the way we conduct healthcare, with three major driving factors. First, mobile healthcare technologies including wearable sensors and smartphone-applications are becoming available that have the potential of providing objective, longitudinal and fine-grained information about the functioning of individual patients in their own home environment. Second, electronic health records and digital patient management platforms can now connect the different healthcare professionals, technologies and individual patients in an unprecedented manner. And third, the introduction of "big data" research-analysis of large and comprehensive datasets, derived from large and unselected populations-can potentially improve our knowledge on disease mechanisms, diagnostic and therapeutic strategies, not only at the overall group level but also at the level of smaller targeted groups, and possible even at the level of individual patients. Currently, prognosis building and medical Data-driven analyses, aiming to better understand the relation between pre-defined parameters and treatment outcomes or prediction in individual patients Exploratory analyses to identify novel parameters that correlate to treatment outcomes or improved patient stratification decision making are based on fairly crude measures such as presence of tremor (which may signal a more favorable prognosis) or late age at onset (which is more likely associated with early development of falls and cognitive decline). But ideally, professionals and patients would like to have insights into the personal clinical path that lies ahead, including information as to how this trajectory can be modified by specific management advice, also encompassing lifestyle changes. This personalized medicine approach, where the individual patient really moves into the center of healthcare strategies, should be able to provide individually tailored and objective real-life outcomes and benchmarks, thereby increasing transparency and supporting patients to contribute and participate in decision making [9] . Digitalization in healthcare has certainly reached the field of PD [10, 11] . Mobile healthcare technologies such as wearable sensors and smartphone applications aim to measure targeted parameters in a more accurate and objective way [12] . They will generate relevant medical information from the real-life home environment, and as such better reflect the disease-related burden and impairment of everyday life activities [13] . There is a separate chapter in this special issue dealing with these important developments [14] . Here, we focus on another important element of digitalization that includes new "digital health pathways": data-driven personalized decision support that is based on a combination of multiple big data sources, including the knowledge derived from mobile healthcare technologies. We will illustrate the potential of this development by sketching the contours of a digital care pathway for gait disability and falls.
DIGITAL HEALTH PATHWAY CONCEPT
Mobile healthcare technologies require a novel concept in order to provide clinical decision support. It is not sufficient that they merely provide more accurate outcome parameters or more fine-grained information. In order to support the individual patient's needs, the novel parameter or information provided by innovative healthcare technologies must be integrated into the complex healthcare workflow. One example is Kaiser Permanente's eCare for Moods (whose technology was developed by one of us [PS] ) that provided a web-based interface for home-based weekly self-monitoring of depression and bipolar disorder, with updates and secure communications with the care team, which was demonstrated to be more effective than traditional outpatient care alone in an RCT [15] . Remote-and self-management technologies typically detect broad signals combining inputs from the environment, individuals, and their pathologies. These various signals must be combined with other data to optimize sensitivity and specificity of the information offered to support clinical decisions. Thus, clinical expertise and guidelines have to be mapped to the sensor signal domain to optimize use of wearable devices, both in informing self-management and in closing the loop of clinician guidance. Such optimization includes two complementary approaches: evaluation of sensor data while the patient phenotype is directly observed by an expert clinician; and evaluation of routine usability of the technology while individuals are engaged in their usual routine. Both approaches are needed, because new parameters that have been validated in standardized test paradigms may not translate automatically into ambulatory monitoring test scenarios. Even standardized tasks, such as finger taps or spiral drawing, may yield different results because of environmental effects without change in patient status. Work is still needed to establish robust parameters for PD signs and symptoms that are invariant across environments where the test is performed, and that are not affected by variations in test execution, with or without supervision, and with minimal (or quantified) training effects. New reporting concepts must also be defined: based on the sensitivity and specificity of the test and the severity of the indicated phenotype, should results be reported to the patient or a specific member of the care team? In Kaiser Permanente's eCare program, all alerts were initially shown to a research nurse but subsequent iterations limited care team alerts to those determined to be clinically significant. Such usability issues have challenged designers of user interfaces of electronic medical records: how to visualize parameters in order to support clinical decisions or patient participation using either normative values (from cohorts), or individualized time-series results? The resulting workflow is similar to clinical pathways that are used to structure multidisciplinary care for specific diseases and specific clinical targets. These classical clinical pathways are defined from the healthcare provider's perspective and translate clinical guidelines into local protocols and clinical practice [16, 17] . However, clinical pathways relevant for the application of digital technologies would have to be defined from the patient's perspective. Thus, in order to enable the application of new mobile healthcare technologies and the digital management of outcome parameters and related information, we introduce the new concept of Digital Health Pathways (DHPs).
A DHP can be defined as a patient-centered medical workflow for the individual healthcare technology application. With a strong focus on the application of mobile healthcare technologies that (tele-)monitor the treatment effects within an individual patient, a DHP is fully patient-centered (in contrast to classical clinical guidelines that aim to support the clinical decisions of medical professionals). As such, a DHP guides the application of technology and thereby defines the integration of medical data into the healthcare process. For mobile healthcare technology devices, the DHP also provides a basic form of a user manual that standardizes how the respective device is being applied within the workflow of the patient and its healthcare team. DHPs are optimized around medical data relevant for each treatment process and how the data are recorded, analyzed, and communicated to the stakeholder for the distinct workflow.
A DIGITAL HEALTH PATHWAY FOR GAIT AND FALLS
Gait and falls are relevant treatment targets in PD that limit patients' mobility, independency and quality of life. In our EIT-Health project "MoveIT" we combine an inertial sensor-based gait analysis system [18, 19] with sensor-based fall detection [20] in a comprehensive assessment battery for clinical trials and care [21] . The application of the gait sensor system, or the fall detection by the pendant worn around the neck, is guided by the needs of the patient and defined by the DHP for gait and falls. As such, the DHP for gait and falls is a patient centered guideline that not only defines the application of the different aspects of technology-based assessment, but at the same time, much stronger includes the patient as a part of the healthcare team. Here, we will illustrate the concept of DHPs for the management of gait and falls (Fig. 1 ), but the concept is obviously much more widely applicable. Any DHP for long-term care has several generic steps in the pipeline of the Fig. 1 . Digital Health Pathway for Gait and Falls in PD. The patient here is monitored using a combination of wearable sensors equipped with gyroscopes and accelerometers that are incorporated into the subject's own shoes, or into a falls detector (worn as a necklace around the neck) and a smartphone. Two typical real-life care scenarios are illustrated here. Therapy response: the current state of the individual patient indicates a worsening at the symptom levels that necessitates an adaptation of the therapy (e.g., increase or reduce pharmacological treatment, initiate or intensify physiotherapy, etc.). Prediction/prevention: the symptom level is in an optimal state, and there is no need to adjust the therapy, but now the goal is to predict new worsening or development of foreseeable symptoms along natural disease progression (e.g., development of postural instability, increased risk of falling, etc.). Additionally, the overall disease trajectory expressing the theoretical progression rate of the individual patient also taking into account intercurrent events (infections, co-morbidities, operations, etc.) can be deducted from longitudinal and individualized target parameter assessment over the disease course. healthcare workflow (Table 2) . At each step, relevant data and information have to be selected and fed into the DHP. The DHP starts with defining the treatment goal which is the target of the clinical decision that should be reached as a joint decision between patient and healthcare provider. Using the example of gait and falls management, this could be to improve gait/mobility, to minimize the risk of falling or reduce the number of falls (Table 2) . If the treatment goal is defined, the actual treatment and the related diagnostic healthcare technologies have to be selected to adequately monitor the treatment effects and shape the prediction/prevention state.
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At this stage ("clinical decision", Table 2 ), the relevant medical data or information has to be defined (examples of categories are listed in Table 3 ): which parameter(s) reports the treatment effect (e.g., target parameter -in RCTs know as primary outcome or endpoint); which parameter(s) define the specific characteristics of the selected patient which is relevant for a selected treatment goal (e.g., stratifier -in RCTs know as inclusion/exclusion criteria, in big-data research known as confounders, in personalized medicine approaches enabling "tailored medicine"); which context information is relevant for the specific characteristics of the measurement and acquisition paradigm (e.g., supervised vs. unsupervised or standardized vs. non-standardized tests, supervised/non-supervised -in RCTs highly standardized by the study protocol); which treatment relevant information from the patient and the doctor are required describing the actual state of treatment (e.g., which treatment for was selected, how does the patient and/or the doctor/therapist rate the current treatment efficiency; in RCTs defined by the test paradigm). In the next stage, the individual monitoring paradigm has to be defined. This includes the frequency of assessments, e.g., continuous, semicontinuous, daily, weekly, monthly, which depends on the treatment goal. It also defines the place of testing, e.g., at the doctor's office, at the physiotherapist's practice or in the patient's own home environment.
A very important aspect of the DHP workflow is the selection of the connected care team, including the patient, that needs to be involved in the clinical treatment and outcome assessment for the selected treatment goal. Here, it is important to acknowledge the information needs, in particular the requirements of the patient to be part of the healthcare process and the therapy decision.
For the reporting of the target parameters that reflect the treatment effect, it is necessary to assign relevant context information and then to select who should receive this information, specifying which members of the healthcare team, the patient, or both. At the same time, the type of visualization needs to be defined accordingly, as the way how to report the target parameter to the doctor, allied healthcare professional or patient may vary. It is important to acknowledge that the interest in the parameters and related treatment information especially differs substantially between patients and healthcare providers, which has to be carefully addressed by the data visualization paradigms. One focus of future research has to address the individualization strategy and statistics that provide a personalized reporting in order to support the individual clinical decision.
FUTURE OPTIONS FOR IMPROVED STRATIFICATION
Sources for defining subgroups of patients not only refer to individualized data capture, but may largely profit from integration of available data sources (e.g., electronic health records) or data from deep phenotyped patient cohorts [22, 23] . Clinicogenetic correlation provided the first entry points for successful stratification in PD. Mutations in the glucocerebrosidase A1 gene (GBA) represent the most relevant genetic stratifier in terms of frequency (more than 5% of sporadic PD cases) and seem to exhibit a distinct clinical presentation with more rapid disease progression and more axial clinical symptoms [24] . This specifically relates to the aforementioned example of gait impairments (freezing) and falls, that are typically related to cognitive decline in heterozygous carriers of the GBA mutations.
In terms of pharmacogenomics, a recent pilot study identified genetic factors related to a more positive therapeutic outcome in PD patients treated with DBS [25] . Here, a specific alpha-synuclein polymorphism predicted a more positive outcome and is currently investigated in a larger cohort of well-characterized patients treated with DBS [26] . These studies on clinicogenetic stratifiers for pharmacological or neuromodulation therapy still require further validation and indicate that future clinical trials need to focus more on individual rather than averaged therapeutic responses. 
CONCLUSION AND VISION FOR THE NEXT YEARS
Digital medicine [9] enables new personalized healthcare approaches that require a profound change in medical workflow guidelines. Wearable healthcare technologies including body-worn sensors and smartphone applications can provide better and objective outcome parameters. Their patient-centered application moves the role of the patient even more into the center of healthcare. Individualized feedback for doctors, therapists and the patients themselves will increase transparency and promote the process of shared decision making. As one aspect of digital medicine, we propose the concept of DHPs which will guide and improve the application of wearable healthcare technologies.
One long-term benefit of DHPS will be the standardization of real-life medical data derived from individual patients into longitudinal multimodal disease trajectories. This will allow matching and clustering of different patient trajectories for individualized prediction about the expected treatment efficacy of particular interventions. It will also enable individualized benchmarking for the patient (to rate and understand the individual disease status on his or her journey along the disease course), for the healthcare provider (to control for quality and efficacy of the chosen treatment paradigm), and for society (to secure best medical care for its citizens and to control for efficiency of invested). Ultimately, the growing amount of medical data derived from individualized real-life treatment contexts will enable academic and industrial research to further improve objective outcomes and better tailor individual care. 
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